FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SmartJog is acquired by TDF
SmartJog becomes integral part of TDF’s newly created Multimedia division

th

Paris and Los Angeles, CA – September 6 , 2006 – SmartJog announced today that it has been
acquired by TDF SA, a leading operator and provider of audiovisual, new media and broadband
services to Radio, TV and Telecom Operators.
SmartJog, based in Paris and Los Angeles, is the leader in electronic delivery of content
worldwide. With over 400 locations in 60 countries connected, SmartJog operates the most
reliable digital delivery network and its end to end services are used by all Studios, leading PostProduction facilities and Broadcasters alike to exchange time sensitive content.
SmartJog is now part of the newly created Multimedia Division, which currently specializes in
production and play-out services for the broadcast, mobile and broadband industry. SmartJog
will continue to be run by its original founders as a stand-alone entity in Paris and Los Angeles
and dedicate its efforts to growing its current lines of businesses.
“We are extremely pleased with SmartJog joining the TDF group of established companies as it
allows us to benefit from their trusted presence and build on their great reputation in the
marketplace” said Julien Seligmann, co-founder and CEO of SmartJog.
The acquisition will enable SmartJog to continue to grow at a rapid pace and establish itself as
the trusted digital delivery partner for the Entertainment industry.

About TDF:
TDF, based in Paris, is a leading operator and provider of audiovisual, new media and broadband
services to Radio, TV and Telecom Operators. TDF has over 7,500 sites under management,
3,850 employees and broadcasts over 450,000 hours of TV programs each day combined with a
2005 turnover of 954 million euros.

About SmartJog:
SmartJog digitally moves media across the largest independent network in the industry today,
bringing post houses, program distributors, and broadcast stations together on a global scale.
SmartJog users are connected via a global, hybrid IP backbone combining broadband satellite and
internet capabilities designed to replace physical logistics while ensuring secure, fast transfers.
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